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Your submission

This Canterbury Regional Council Long Term Plan lacks sufficient detail and is very light on
what is achieved and delivered for the considerable sums of funds sought. Christchurch City
ratepayers are called upon the provide a disproportionate amount of funds. These funds would
be better spent directly within the city rather than used as proposed by this plan.

Detail lacking

The draft Long Term Plan lacks detail of exactly what the ratepayer-provided funds will
produce.
Because most of the expenditure is operational and not capital expenditure there are few

projects named, and not much created.
Instead, text such as Continue to support ....
Continue to ...

Encourage farmers
Take action ...

Significantly increase ...
Focus more ...

Meet the transport needs ..., and
Support ....is used.

Where are the actions ? Reports will be produced, but there is no detail regarding specific
topics, and where in Canterbury any research will be focussed.

The draft plan tells the reader virtually nothing of what the region's ratepayers get for their
money.

Total expenditure including subsidies and fees income is $150+M. Where is the detail of where
this is used, and what is produced for this amount of public money ? Reports can be as short

as half a page or many hundreds of pages. There is insufficient detail provided to allow the
submitter the clarity required by a Long Term Plan. After year 1 I have doubts that staff or
commissioners are aware of the number of reports or physical works programmes required
and the real amounts required each year. There is an impression that the funding listed is
merely based on the previous amount for the past year, plus a bit, plus compounding inflation.
The combination of Transport, Rebuild and Urban development also removes clarity of where
and what expenditure will deliver.

The inclusion of inflation for future years also creates confusion as to changes in year upon
year expenditure across the activities.

Zone committees

Zone committee data provided for consultation is out of date and of little use to the
submitters. An example of this is the Christchurch-West Melton committee data. There is no

data available in the Long Term Plan, and the website data is dated March 2013 and is
meaningless within the context of the 2015/16 financial year and beyond. Committee member
information is not up to date, budget and project information is missing. There is, therefore, a
mismatch between the $15+M that Christchurch ratepayers are providing for zone committee
activities, and operational and capital information for "their" area of Canterbury. If the
expenditure specific to the Christchurch zone area is zero then that should be stated clearly.

Pest management/Biodiversity

Cuts to animal pest management will undermine aims to improve natural habitats and
biodiversity. The Pest Management Strategy already suggests focussed expenditure in a limited
number of targeted areas. There seems little hope of success with improving biodiversity after
pest management expenditure is cut.
I support the focus on the Waimakariri mountain to sea wildlife corridor.

Financial - urban support for rural projects

There is an expectation that the wider Christchurch community will fund the restoration of

waterways made necessary by recent and past poor performance by the Canterbury Regional
Council and farmers. The CRC propose that urban dwellers fund rural mismanagement.
Christchurch ratepayers provide 64% of the General/Uniform rate, nearly 100% (see below) of

the Passenger transport rate, 65.8% of the Canterbury water management strategy targeted
rate, and contribute towards regional parks, pest control and catchment works. A lot of the
revenue collected from Christchurch ratepayers seems to be not clearly related to direct

benefits to Christchurch ratepayers. There are no statements regarding potential or perceived
"downstream" benefits for Christchurch ratepayers. Without any information those ratepayers

are merely paying a huge subsidy to the businesses in the rural sector. In the city businesses
pay their fair share of the rates-take related directly to the benefits to them and these benefits

are clearly recognised. For the Regional Council budgets rural businesses (farms) are not
paying their share despite making private, company, and individual gains using the city's
funds.

Some data provided is confusing. The amount required as targeted rates for Passenger
Transport Services is shown at $18.735M on page 61. On page 32 the targeted rate take from
Christchurch ratepayers alone is $19.469M.

The rate take for the CWMS totals $28.719M on page 35 but $23.749m is indicated on page
61. This is a simple calculation for the data on page 35, but seems to be poorly executed and
removes any confidence the reader may have had.

Dairy compliance

Dairy compliance continues to be poor across the region. The Canterbury Regional Council has
had many opportunities to provide leadership in this area. Full compliance has lifted from 59%

in 2009/10 to 70% in 2011/12 but has seemingly reached a plateau of 72% in recent years with
little or no improvement overall. Council reports seem to celebrate a move from 71.9% to
72.5% where a 25% improvement is needed.
The Council has, in recent years, lacked direction in this sector of their activities and needs to

focus more effort by providing sufficient budget, sufficient numbers of professional staff, as
well as governance direction is this area.

Operations

Operational activities for Regional parks, animal and plant pest control, biodiversity, water
quality, and consent monitoring and compliance all seem underfunded. Enquiries to the
pollution hotline result in a slow and inadequate response. Compliance matters and water

quality sampling activities are under-resourced. These are key areas of the Council's activities
but seem to take a secondary role to the production of glossy, feel-good political publications.
There is a need to get back to basic and appropriate science, basic operational activities such
as graded roads in park areas that meet the community's needs, appropriate flood protection,
and to get the work that needs doing done.
What do you want Environment Canterbury to do?
What I want CRC to do.

1. Provide sufficient detail for the rate-paying public to be fully aware of the work that CRC
are planning to deliver for their funds.
2. Provide current information that allows public submissions to be made to the Long Term
Plan regarding Zone Committees. Provide a list of projects and budgets for individual capital
and operational projects that are proposed by the Zone Committees.
3. Increase budgets for animal and plant pest control to support the biodiversity portfolio.
4. Be transparent and honest regarding the urban subsidy for rural activities in Canterbury.
Reduce the ratepayer take from Christchurch residents and ratepayers and adopt a targeted
user-pays funding regime where the farming community fund works that create future profits
for them.

5. Quantify downstream benefits for urban ratepayers if there are any.

6. Provide increased staff resources and budget to deliver 98+% dairy farm compliance. The
current approach just does not work.
7. Provide governance, management and funding support to deliver best practice science for
water quality and quantity; best practice operational delivery for regional parks, pest
management and flood protection.

